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-- Remove items from your computer and free disk space -- Make your computer faster -- Clean junk and
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KeyMacro is a fast & easy way to add macros to Windows shortcuts. Add macros using only 1 click, no
manual entry. Automatically detect Windows key combinations (Win+Alt+Del, Win+Space, etc.) and insert
macros on your desired shortcuts, and then press just one key. KeyMacro supports custom keyboard



shortcuts, so you can add your own for custom actions. Features: * Macro support for Windows shortcuts *
Modify all shortcuts (including Open URLs, Open Files, Open Apps, Open Actions and Launch Apps) * Add
macros to your favourite shortcuts * Apply to Windows shortcuts * Perfect in combination with "Customize
Keys" * Customizable keyboard shortcuts * Macro Actions: * Open an application * Open URL * Open File *
Open Action * Launch application * Open action * Open URL * Open file * Open folder * Open application *
Open folder * Open URL * New * Run * Refresh * Refresh all shortcuts * Refresh apps * Refresh apps, URL *
Refresh apps, URL, open file * Refresh apps, open URL, open file * Refresh apps, open URL, open file, open
folder * Refresh apps, open URL, open file, open folder, new * Refresh apps, open URL, open file, open folder,
new * Refresh apps, open URL, open file, open folder, new, run * Refresh apps, open URL, open file, open
folder, new, run * Refresh apps, open URL, open file, open folder, new, run, refresh * Refresh apps, open
URL, open file, open folder, new, run, refresh, refresh all shortcuts * Refresh apps, open URL, open file, open
folder, new, run, refresh, refresh all shortcuts, refresh apps * Refresh apps, open URL, open file, open folder,
new, run, refresh, refresh all shortcuts, refresh apps * Refresh apps, open URL, open file, open folder, new,
run, refresh, refresh all shortcuts, refresh apps, run * Refresh apps, open URL, open file, open folder, new,
run, refresh, refresh all shortcuts, refresh apps, refresh apps, run * Refresh apps, open URL, open file, open
folder, new, run, refresh, refresh all shortcuts, refresh apps, run, refresh apps * Refresh apps, open URL,
open file, 2edc1e01e8
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Tasks is a simple and straightforward tool designed to help you clean and optimize your Windows computer.
Regularly cleaning your computer does not only help you save space, but it can improve the overall
performance of the PC in the long run. Can clean Windows and Chrome temporary files and other junk The
program is portable, so you can simply download and decompress the archive in the desired location on your
PC. The interface comes with a dark and light theme and consists of a single window with several main
functions, including Cleanup, Startup Programs and Task Manager. The Cleanup feature is the trademark of
the tool and it includes several other sub-feature that can help you clean junk and uninstall bloatware from
your PC. Therefore, you can clear the temporary folders, Recycle Bin, Memory Dumps, Event logs and
anything else that the system stores, but does not really need. You can clear the history, cache, sessions and
saved passwords from several browsers as we as Discord. The app provides a list of all the extensions in a
browser so you can remove the ones that you are no longer using safely. Lastly, the tool allows you to
uninstall Cortana, Solitaire, OneDrive and Edge. Includes an advanced Task Manager with detailed
information Another function of the program is the Task Manager that has the role of providing a faster and
more efficient alternative to the one embedded with Windows. Similar to the default Task Manager, the
function displays the list of processes currently active on the system. The difference however is that it
includes more details, such as PID, Status, User Running, Memory and Process Description, which can save
you some time with identifying processes opened by different apps installed. Last, but not least, Tasks
includes a Startup Program feature that allows you to manage all programs that should start with Windows.
Needless to say that you can add and remove programs, access the Start Folder and refresh the list with just
one click. Can clean Windows and Chrome temporary files and other junk The program is portable, so you can
simply download and decompress the archive in the desired location on your PC. The interface comes with a
dark and light theme and consists of a single window with several main functions, including Cleanup, Startup
Programs and Task Manager. The Cleanup feature is the trademark of the tool and it includes several other
sub-feature that can help you clean junk and uninstall bloatware from your PC. Therefore, you can clear the
temporary folders, Recycle Bin
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What's New In Tasks?

Tasks is a simple and straightforward tool designed to help you clean and optimize your Windows computer.
Regularly cleaning your computer does not only help you save space, but it can improve the overall
performance of the PC in the long run. Can clean Windows and Chrome temporary files and other junk The
program is portable, so you can simply download and decompress the archive in the desired location on your
PC. The interface comes with a dark and light theme and consists of a single window with several main
functions, including Cleanup, Startup Programs and Task Manager. The Cleanup feature is the trademark of
the tool and it includes several other sub-feature that can help you clean junk and uninstall bloatware from
your PC. Therefore, you can clear the temporary folders, Recycle Bin, Memory Dumps, Event logs and
anything else that the system stores, but does not really need. You can clear the history, cache, sessions and
saved passwords from several browsers as we as Discord. The app provides a list of all the extensions in a
browser so you can remove the ones that you are no longer using safely. Lastly, the tool allows you to
uninstall Cortana, Solitaire, OneDrive and Edge. Includes an advanced Task Manager with detailed
information Another function of the program is the Task Manager that has the role of providing a faster and
more efficient alternative to the one embedded with Windows. Similar to the default Task Manager, the
function displays the list of processes currently active on the system. The difference however is that it
includes more details, such as PID, Status, User Running, Memory and Process Description, which can save
you some time with identifying processes opened by different apps installed. Last, but not least, Tasks
includes a Startup Program feature that allows you to manage all programs that should start with Windows.
Needless to say that you can add and remove programs, access the Start Folder and refresh the list with just
one click. Description: Tasks is a simple and straightforward tool designed to help you clean and optimize
your Windows computer. Regularly cleaning your computer does not only help you save space, but it can
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improve the overall performance of the PC in the long run. Can clean Windows and Chrome temporary files
and other junk The program is portable, so you can simply download and decompress the archive in the
desired location on your PC. The interface comes with a dark and light theme and consists of a single window
with several main functions, including Cleanup, Startup Programs and Task Manager. The Cleanup feature is
the trademark of the tool and it includes several other sub-feature that can help you clean junk and uninstall
bloatware from your PC. Therefore, you can clear the temporary folders, Recycle Bin, Memory Dumps, Event
logs and anything else that the system stores, but does not really need. You can clear the history, cache,
sessions and saved passwords from several browsers as we as Discord. The app provides



System Requirements For Tasks:

* Windows XP or later. * 128 MB of RAM. * 800 x 600 screen resolution is supported. * Direct Sound is
required for the Windows version. * Internet connection is required for the Internet version. * Adobe Flash
Player 10 or later. * Adobe Shockwave Player. * An SD card with 8 MB or more is required for the SD version.
* Available in English, Japanese, and Traditional Chinese. System Requirements: * 512 MB
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